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ELECTRIC TWO WHEEL SELF BALANCING PERSONAL TRANSPORT 

Abstract 

The project “Electric Two Wheel Self Balancing Personal Transport” is a vehicle which 

has 2 coaxial wheels driven independently by a controller that balances the vehicle 

with or without a rider. It was designed and built based on the principles of the 
inverted pendulum system and functions similarly to that of the Segway Personal 

Transporter. The vehicle recognizes the direction of gravity in which it constantly 

tries to stay under through the signals provided by the accelerometer and the 

gyroscope. These signals are then interpreted from angles and angular accelerations 
by the microcontroller commands for the driving of the motors. In this report, much 

coverage is given to the implementation of the microcontroller and the force sensing 

steering system. The additional implementation of control systems like the 

complementary filter and PID (proportional-integral-derivative) controllers are also 
detailed. Physical and mechanical improvements made to the vehicle are then 

discussed for improvements not only the functionality, but also the aesthetics of the 

Self Balancing Personal Transport. Overall, this project was successfully completed 

with a self balancing personal transport that is easy and enjoyable to ride on, yet 

providing an enriching experience and a very good learning platform as a final year 
project. 

Objective of Project 
The main objective of project work is to Design and implementation of simple 

and low cost state feedback controllers for manned and unmanned operations 

that has these following capabilities:  
• The balancing robot that capable to balance on a flat terrain.  

• Futaba remote control will be used to control the motor movement such as 

drive forward or backward. 

• The robot is able to maintain it balance when executing movement, forward 

or backward. 

Figure 1: Block diagram  

Applications 

 Police  security  personnel  patrol  

 Personal travel amusement and short–distance travel  

 Renting in tourist attraction, park and amusements play-

grounds.  

 Industrial park factory greenhouse personal transport.  

 Intelligent  robot moving  platform  

 Commercial application riding free go to do promotion for 
your product.  

 Car partner, put into the car black box as a scooter.  

 Air part stadiums indoor venues big warehouses, major 

shopping centers.  

 Exhibition buyers travel. 

Conclusion 

Segway is the study on a two-wheeled self balancing electric transporter which can 
operate in manned and unmanned mode.  A load carrier mechanism is mounted in 

front of the system. This is the first step to transform 2TEA into an assistant robot. Al-

so, electrical construction is rearranged and components are placed more appropriate-

ly. Sensor set is improved by integrating an encoder on the shaft of the motor. 

The system is able to operate in accordance with driver’s lean. Designed regulator in 

simulation achieves to regulate pitch angle and angular rate though driver’s disturb-
ance in the model. Also, this regulator satisfies stabilization of the system with various 

sized driver. Velocity feedback is implemented by designing an observer. Pitch angle 

and angular  rate  are  observed  to  estimate  all  states.  This  method  is  necessary  in 

unmanned mode. It is proven that estimated states are close enough to actual states. 

However, some oscillation occurs in real time applications. The system achieves to run 

in both autonomous and semi-autonomous mode. Stabilization is reasonable, but little  
effects  of  sensor  bias  and  oscillation  are  seen  on  the  response.  Velocity reference 

tracking  in unmanned  mode  is out of scope of this thesis and  still in progress. 
Figure 2: Circuit diagram 

Figure 3: Mechanical Design  

Figure 4: Segway  


